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1. Urges all Member States to support the creation of an international legislation to outlaw
any parties associated with extremism in ways such as but not limited to:

a. Prosecuting extremist parties offenses like:
i. Hate speech,

ii. Hate crimes,
iii. Terrrorism,
iv. Assasanation,

b. Recognizing the afore listed offences as acts of terrorism when found to be
associated with political parties;

2. Encourages all Member States to encourage the censorship of right wing extremist beliefs
to prevent the spread of right wing extremism in ways such as, but not limited to:

a. Implementing a filtration system within any social media platforms that allow the
spread of right wing extremism such as but not limited to:

i. Instagram,
ii. Facebook,

iii. Twitter,
iv. TikTok,

b. Authorizing governments to have complete control over all news sources
operating legally within their country, allowing for citizens to have access to a
stream of reliable sources,

c. Implementing government mandated monitoring of aforementioned social media
platforms;



3. Strongly urges all Member States to fund the creation of an international organization
allowing LEDC’s threatened by domestic terrorist organizations to be supported in ways
such as but not limited to:

a. Implementation of  advanced military relations in such regions through means
such as:

i. Creation of special military organizations,
ii. Strategic planning between countries,

iii. Strong militarisation of borders,
iv. Specified training in asymmetric warfare,

b. Usage of the UN’s funding to supply equipment to LEDC’s threatened by
domestic terrorist organizations such as but not limited to:

i. Armed Vehicles,
ii. Protective Gear,

iii. Fully-Automatic Firearms;

4. Advises all Member States to provide financial aid to promote better wealth distribution
in developing countries in ways such as, but not limited to:

a. Imposing a 40% income tax rate on the wealthiest 15% of workers,
b. Providing monthly subsidies to the poorer 10% of workers,
c. Raising the federal minimum wage in all Member States and wages for essential

frontline low-paying jobs,
d. Urges all member states to impose monitoring in social media regarding

right-wing extremism in the case that the claims encourage
i. Violent fascist beliefs,

ii. Discourages Jewish beliefs,
iii. Promotes the Israeli state of Palestine’s terrorism;

5. Requests the creation of an international committee with the purpose of evaluating the
political ideologies of today, to ensure their message exists according to the Human
Rights Declaration;

6. Urges all member states to impose monitoring in social media regarding right-wing
extremism only if the claims encourage, but are not limited to;

a. Violent fascist beliefs,
b. Discourages Jewish beliefs;

7. Limits explicit censorship in the media regarding right-wing extremists in, but not
limited to:

a. Social media,



b. Private press,
c. Public activism;

8. Encourages government-controlled media outlets to promote right-wing beliefs that
don’t coincide with previously stated regulations, which include, but are not limited to:

a. Public press,
b. Government news outlets;

9. Recommends the reformation of the education system in ways such as but not limited
To:

a. More educative system on political ideologies,
b. Ban any form of terrost/neo nazi symbols in school,
c. Introduce the significance of right and left wing ideologies;

10. Urges all Member States to combat the threat of paramilitary organizations by
requiring a license for ownership of a firearm, and creating certain for this license such as
but not limited to:

a. All applicants require psychiatric evaluation,
b. All applicants require a background check,
c. All applicants require proper gun safety training.


